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Welcome!
Welcome to the SMP Server. The SMP offers a Vanilla-Plus experience with plugins such as Towns,
Trading Cards, the Venturekrate and more! If that sounds fun then be sure to hop on and start
playing! From this main page, you will be able to access all the information you will need to know
in order to get the best experience possible from our SMP!
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Features

Custom Recipes
Vanilla-Friendly recipes included in SMP.

Charcoal to Black Dye

Coal to Ink Sac

Flesh To Leather

Gravel Recipe

Horse Armor

More Results

Name Tag

Wool to String

Nether Wart from Nether Wart Block

Quartz from Quartz Block

Slabs to Blocks

Stairs to Blocks

Features

Help Menu
The brand new Help Menu has arrived. Simply do /help to browse through the menu and find
useful information about the server.

Features

Spawners
Every time you break a spawner you receive a Spawner Shard. If you collect 15 of those you can
trade them for a Spawner Block at spawn to Spawner Steve. After you place it you can chose
the mob that the spawner will spawn by right clicking it with an Spawn Egg, which you can buy for
XP over at the XP-Shop.

Features

Spawn Shops
You can rent Shops at Spawn in order to sell whatever you want! In order to rent a shop you need
to interact with the sign that has it's number.
Once you rent it, you have complete access over the plot that the shops is on. That means that you
could take the shop down and make your own if you wanted!

Features

Towns
This season we want to focus on working together to achieve great things and towns are no
exception. In previous seasons, town progression was locked behind the number of players in the
town, this will be changing and will be based on Projects! Projects allow a town to unlock the ability
to purchase mob eggs with XP, from their town hall, along with other rewards!

Progression
You may be wondering, why we chose the brunt of towns unlocks to be mob eggs this season. The
staff team had one thing in mind, Players working together to complete goals together. This means
that for every project your town will be rewarded. The rewards are organized in tiers.

Tier One

Tier Two

Tier Three

Tier Four

Bee

Turtle

Blaze

Shulker

Cat/Ocelot

Zombie

Pillager

Villager

Cave Spider

Donkey

Piglin Brute

Creeper

Chicken

Spider

Skeleton

Wither Skeleton

Cod

Husk

Guardian

-

Salmon

Horse

Slime

-

Pig

Magma Cube

Witch

-

Wolf

Mooshroom

Ravager

-

Strider

Cow

Vindicator

-

Llama

Endermite

Ghast

-

Pufferfish

Dolphin

Zoglin

-

Pig

Squid

Hoglin

-

Panda

Sheep

Piglin

-

Silverfish

Stray

Zombified Piglin

-

Bat

Polar Bear

-

-

Rabbit

Vex

-

-

-

Phantom

-

-

-

Mule

-

-

Additional Rewards

Additional Rewards

Additional Rewards

Additional Rewards

Discord Channel in our

VentureKrate at the Town

server

Hall

Town Warp

In order to get access to each item in a tier you need to complete a project as a town.
Tier 1:
Complete 2 Building Projects (10*10*10 cubic area, minimum) → One Egg
Complete 2 Gathering Projects → One Egg
Tier 2:
Complete 4 Building Projects (50*50*50 cubic area, minimum) → One Egg
Complete 4 Gathering Projects → One Egg
Tier 3:
Complete 6 Building Projects (100*100*100 cubic area, minimum) → One Egg
Complete 6 Gathering Projects → One Egg
Tier 4:
Complete 4 Projects of any kind (200*200*200 cubic area, minimum) → One Egg
In order for your towns Eggs to be safe from other towns your eggs must be in your Town Hall
which will be protected from other people except from your Towns members. After you create your
town and your Town Hall, let a Manager or an Owner to come and protect it for you (You can also
open a Support ticket for this). When you finish a project you should also let a Manager or an

Owner know so they can bring you the Egg (You can also open a Support ticket for this).
It's also critical to have spaces so your town members can purchase the eggs. A 1x1 space will be
enough.

Projects
There are two types of projects:
Building:
Build something cool! That could be some beautiful creation like a lighthouse or an automatic farm.
Staff discretion will always apply when determining when a Project.
Gathering
Gathering Projects should reflect considerable effort and time spent on them. Again, as you go up
the system, more will be expected from your gathering projects, but here are a few examples of
what you could do in ascending order.
128 Diamonds
Double Chest of Iron Blocks
64 blocks of gold
10 Double chests of assorted cobblestone/stone
2 double chests of wheat
2 double chests of carrots
2 double chests of potatoes
2 double chests of beetroot
64 netherite scrap
5 beacons
2x64 dark prismarine
5 tridents
2 double chests of gunpowder
5 double chests of stone stuff
It is important to remember that you can decide what to gather, it is about the effort you spend on
that project. If staff don’t believe you have done enough, they may make a suggestion.

Solo Players
Some people will want to play alone, and that’s ok! But we don't want to leave you out. Solo
Players will be able to complete projects to unlock eggs just like anyone else. But to reflect the fact
that you are working by yourself you will have to do less projects to level up.

Tier 1:
Complete 2 Building Projects (10*10*10 cubic area, minimum) → One Egg
Complete 2 Gathering Projects → One Egg
Tier 2:
Complete 3 Building Projects (50*50*50 cubic area, minimum) → One Egg
Complete 2 Gathering Projects → One Egg
Tier 3:
Complete 3 Building Projects (100*100*100 cubic area, minimum) → One Egg
Complete 3 Gathering Projects → One Egg
Tier 4:
Complete 4 Projects of any kind (200*200*200 cubic area, minimum) → One Egg

Other Info
In order to start a town is three people max and 20 diamonds, then you are good to go!
Commands:
/town create <name> Create a town with any name, requires three people.
/town invite <playerName> Invite someone to your town.
/town invite <accept/deny> <town name> Accept or Deny a town invitation.
/town list Shows the list of towns.
/town delete Delete your town.
/town invite list Shows all invitations you have sent.
/town invite list <town name> Shows all invitations the town has sent to players.

Features

VentureKrate
With the VentureKrate you can receive awesome rewards. There are two types of VentureKrate,
Regular and Super. You can open each with the appropriate key. You can receive keys from
VotePacks, Events or Buying them for XP in the XP-Shop, or from our store here:
https://venturekraft.buycraft.net/.
You can also trade some keys to receive a higher one to the Key Exchanger at spawn.
You can find VentureKrates at spawn or at your towns Town Hall if the town has 8 members.

Features

Warps
Warps are a very nice way of teleporting to a specific place. By default the server has a few to get

you around.
You see a list of warps by doing /warp in-game.
You can set your own warps so other players can visit for the low price of 16 Diamonds. You can
simply do /pw in order to get started by browsing the menu.
Commands:
/pwarp <warp> Teleports you to a Player warp.
/pwarp set <warp> Sets a warp at your location.

/ pwarp remove <warp> Removes a warp you have set.
/pwarp desc set/remove <warp> <desc> Warp Descriptions.
/pwarp amount See how many warps you have set.
/pwarp icon <set/remove> <warp> Set a warp icon with what you are holding.
/pwarp category <warp> <category> Set a warp category.
/pwarp rename <warp> Rename a warp you have set.
/pwarp setowner <warp> <player> Transfer warp owenrship.

Voting
By voting on the SMP server you can receive special rewards while also helping us grow!
Minecraft Servers
TopG
Minecraft-MP
Minecraft-Server-List

Trading Cards

Trading Cards

Chances & Info
There are exactly 500 cards in the crate. Here are your odds of getting a certain type of trading
card out of the crate:
Common - 64/97
Rare - 24/97
Epic - 8/97
Legendary - 1/97
These chances are for getting any trading card of that rarity. If you are looking for once specific
trading card, these are your chances of getting that out of a single trading card pack:
Common - 8/2425
Rare - 4/2425
Epic - 2/2425
Legendary - 1 / 4850

Trading Cards

Capital Cities
Legendary Card
Beijing -China - "21.7 Million inhabitants!"

Epic Cards
New Delhi - India - "18.6 Million inhabitants!"
Tokyo - Japan - "13.6 Million Inhabitants!"

Rare Cards
Manila - Philippines - "13 Million Inhabitants!"
Moscow -Russia - "12.2 Million Inhabitants!"
Cairo - Egypt - "12 Million Inhabitants!"

Common Cards
Jakarta - Indonesia - "10.5 Million Inhabitants!"
Kinshasa - DRC - "10.5 Million Inhabitants!"
Seoul - S.Korea - "10.3 Million Inhabitants!"
Dhaka - Bangladesh - "9 Million Inhabitants!"

Trading Cards

Cookies
Legendary Card
Snickerdoodle - "Pure, cinnamon-y, goodness."

Epic Cards
Fortune Cookie - "What's it say inside?"
Oreo - "The classic sandwich cookie."

Rare Cards
Gingerbread Man - "SPICY!"
Macaroon - "Coco-nutty!"
Oatmeal Raisin - "Just like Grandma would make."

Common Cards
Sugar Cookie - "Tastes sweet like candy."
Peanut-Butter Cookie - "Ooey gooey!"
Shortbread - "Crumbly and melts in your mouth."
Chocolate Chip - "Warm, chewy and delicious."

Trading Cards

Computer Components
Legendary Card
Graphics Card - "The better this is the better games you can play, or at least get like 900
fps in minecraft :D"

Epic Cards
Ram - "Makes your computer able to run faster and do more stuff at once"
Motherboard - "Without this all other parts are useless!"

Rare Cards
Computer Case - "Comes in many different sizes and shapes, some are blinged out and
some are unobtrusive"
Power Supply - "Supplies the power to your computer."
CPU - "Ties all the other components together and does the computing. Are you an Intel or
AMD fanboy? :P"

Common Cards
Cpu Cooler and other fans - "Keeps everything cool or else your computer will become an
expensive pile of melty plastic!"
Hard Drive - "SSD or HDD, both store data, and both do it pretty fast"
Operating System - "Windows or Mac.......haha just kidding choose windows or else, or
choose linux if you feel special"
Software - "Games and editing software and word processing, programs do it all and make
computers useful."

Trading Cards

Fryer Station
Legendary Card
Chicken Fried Steak - "Premium beef cutlet, pounded to a foot in diameter, deep fried.
Served with Gravy and mashed potatoes."

Epic Cards
Chicken and Waffles - "Airline Chicken breast and theigh, fried. Served with a Belgian
waffle (cheddar and jalapeno in the batter). Served with whisky syrup."
Steak and Shrooms - "Fried mushrooms, 6 oz steak. Served with chipotle mayo and
roasted potatoes."

Rare Cards
Calamari - "Squid!"
Coconut Shrimp - "Perhaps the most popular and most loved of the shrimps."
Bleu and White Chips - "Potato chips smothered in Queso and bleu cheese crumbles.
Served with Sriracha Ranch"

Common Cards
Chicken Tenders - "The tenderloin of the chicken, battered up and deep fried. Served with
french fries."
French Fries - "Thin cut potatoes that claim to be french...?"
Tator Tots - "Shredded potatoes that have been balled up and fried."
Breakfast Potatoes - "Diced potatoes! And we guessed it....They've been fried!"

Trading Cards

Hamilton!
Legendary Card
Alexander Hamilton - "Creator of the coast guard, new york post, Washington's right hand
man, Face of the ten dollar bill. Restructured America's financial system."

Epic Cards
George Washington - "Victorious general of the Revolutionary War, first president of the
United States."
Aaron Burr - "Governer Aaron Burr, ran for president against Thomas Jefferson and lost.
Ended up taking Hamilton's life after the losing election in a famous duel."

Rare Cards
Thomas Jefferson - "Third President of the United States, actively disagreed with
Alexander Hamilton on all fronts. Ended up winning the election by Hamilton's
endorsement."
James Madison - "Writer of 27 of the Federalist papers, Fourth President of the United
States. Backed Jefferson on almost every topic."
Marquis de Lafayette - "Helped win the Revolutionary War, went back to France to try to
win Independance for his people. He was ultimately less favored in France than in
America."

Common Cards
Hurculese Mulligan - "A spy who disguised as a Seamstress' apprentice, and smuggled the
Brittish plans for attack to Washington, which led them to their winning battle in
Yorktown."
Elizabeth Schuyler - "Hamilton's wife, daughter of wealthy Phillip Schuyler. She
established the first private orphanage in New York City and raised funds for the
Washington Monument."
Angelica Schuyler - "Elizabeth Schuyler's eldest sister, and best friend."
Phillip Hamilton - "Hamilton's first born son. At age 19, he stood up to a man who was
slandering his father's name, and ultimately died in a duel against the man."

Trading Cards

Holidays
On holidays there will be new card sets added to the crate for players to collect. Each of these
special sets will contain 5 cards. Those cards will be available for collection for 1 - 2 weeks. After
redeeming you can get the holiday's special rank.

Valentine's Day
St. Patrick's Day

Trading Cards

Hostile Mobs
Legendary Card
Creeper - "You'd better turn around..."

Epic Cards
Zombie - "Is too lazy to open doors, so they break them down instead"
Skeleton - "Definite aimbot confirmed"

Rare Cards
Witch - "She sure can brew those potions fast"
Blaze - "Stop, drop, and roll!"
Spider - "That's a big spider!"

Common Cards
Slime - "Boing!"
Wither Skeleton - "I just want your head, please"
Guardian - "More annoying than anything"
Enderman - "Poof! Gone!"

Trading Cards

Instruments
Legendary Card
Guitar - "String Instrument"

Epic Cards
Drums - "Percussion Instrument"
Piano - "Percussion Instrument"

Rare Cards
Bass - "String Instrument"
Violin - "String Instrument"
Clarinet - "Woodwind Instrument"

Common Cards
Saxaphone - "Woodwind Instrument"
Flute - "Woodwind Instrument"
Tuba - "Brass Instrument"
Trumpet - Brass Instrument

Trading Cards

Ice Cream Flavors
Legendary Card
Vanilla - "VentureKraft's favorite flavor of Ice Cream"

Epic Cards
Cookie Dough - "Brjedi's favorite flavor of Ice Cream"
Mint Chocolate Chip - "Garathnor's favorite flavor of Ice Cream"

Rare Cards
Coffee - "Kylie's favorite flavor of Ice Cream"
Pistachio - "daboardman's favorite flavor of Ice Cream"
Chocolate Chip with Mini Marshmallows - "Alurea's favorite flavor of Ice Cream"

Common Cards
Otter Paws - "Deeleigh's favorite flavor of Ice Cream"
Chocolate Peanut Butter - "TheGreatNaj's favorite flavor of Ice Cream"
Rocky Road - "FenixFire's favorite flavor of Ice Cream"
Banana Split - "Happymanpm's favorite flavor of Ice Cream"

Trading Cards

Movie Quotes
Legendary Card
The Terminator - "I'll be back."

Epic Cards
Star Wars - "May the Force be with you."
Guardians of the Galaxy - "I am Groot."

Rare Cards
James Bond - "Bond. James Bond."
Lord of the Rings - "My Precious."
Star Trek - "Beam me up, Scotty!"

Common Cards
Wizard of Oz - "Toto, I have a feeling we're not in Kansas anymore."
E.T - "E.T phone home."
Step Brothers - "Did we just become best friends?"
Despicable Me - "It's so fluffy I'm gonna die!"

Trading Cards

Mythical Beasts
Legendary Card
Dragon - "A large, serpentine legendary creature that appears in the folklore of many
cultures."

Epic Cards
Phoenix - "A long-lived bird that cyclically regenerates or is otherwise born again."
Hydra - "A gigantic water-snake-like monster with nine heads (the number varies)."

Rare Cards
Griffin - "A creature with the body, tail, and back legs of a lion; the head and wings of an
eagle."
Kraken - "A cephalopod-like sea monster of gigantic size in Scandinavian folklore."
Unicorn - "An animal with the body and head of a horse and a single horn on the
forehead."

Common Cards
Werewolf - "A human with the ability to shapeshift into a wolf on purpose or after being
cursed."
Basilisk - "A serpent-like creature capable of destroying other creatures by way of its
deadly stare."
Centaur - "A creature with the head, arms, and torso of a human; the body and legs of a
horse."
Pegasus - "A winged horse that sprang from the blood of Medusa after she was
beheaded."

Trading Cards

Noodles
Legendary Card
Ramen Noodles - "NoodleBucket's Favorite."

Epic Cards
Lo Mein Noodles - "Everyones go to Noodles."
Hiyamugi Noodles - "Crafted with 5 wheat in helmet shape."

Rare Cards
Jjolmyeon Noodles - "Addictive and spicey."
Rice Vermicelli - "Thin rice flour noodles."
Shirataki Noodles - "The zero-calorie miracle noodles."

Common Cards
Somen Noodles - "Eaten with some kinda dipping sauce."
Rice Noodles - "Simply just rice noodles."
Soba Noodles - "Buckwheat's creation."
Udon Noodles - "Someone pulled my noodles."

Trading Cards

Ocean Life
Legendary Card
Giant squid - "Just an even bigger version of the squid nothing special"

Epic Cards
Shark - "The nicest creature in the sea"
Narwhal - "The unicorns of the sea, if unicorns were real..."

Rare Cards
Eel - "If you pet them you are in for a shock"
Turtle - "I bet you can't run faster than it"
Whale - "It sprays water on you, on purpose"

Common Cards
Nemo - "Are you lost?"
Dory - "What was I just saying?"
Plankton - "You'll never catch me krabs, not when I shift into MAXIMUM OVERDRIVE"
Pufferfish - "May be poisonous"

Trading Cards

Pokemon
Legendary Card
Pikachu - "When several of these Pokemon gather their electricity can cause lightning
storms."

Epic Cards
Blastoise - "A brutal pokemon with pressurized water jets on its shell. They are used for
high-speed tackles."
Charizard - "Spits fire that is hot enough to melt boulders. Known to unintentionally start
forest fires."

Rare Cards
Venusaur - "The plant blooms when it is absorbing solar energy. It stays on the move to
seek sunlight."
Charmander - "Obviously prefers hot places. It it gets caught in the rain, steam is said to
spout from the tip of its tail."
Squirtle - "After birth, tis back swells and hardens into a shell. It powerfully sprays foam
from its mouth."

Common Cards
Bulbasaur - "A strange seed was planted on its back at birth. Thus a plant sprouted and
now grows with this pokemon."
Potion - "Remove up to 2 damage counters from 1 of your Pokemon."
Professor Oak - "Professor Oak"
Gust of Wind - "Choose 1 of your opponent's Benched Pokemon and switch it with his or
her Active Pokemon."

Trading Cards

Redstone Components
Legendary Card
Redstone Dust - "The holy grail of redstone."

Epic Cards
Comparator - "Extra points for knowing how to use them!"
Repeater - "Wait... you can... lock... repeaters..."

Rare Cards
Weighted Pressure Plate - "These literally make no sense."
Hopper - "Work when you don't want them to, don't work when you do!"
Observer - "Use these to make 100% confusing but super compact circuits!"

Common Cards
Redstone Block - "Pretty useless, except for storing redstone."
Dispenser - "Fireworks!"
Dropper - "...not fireworks!"
Trapdoor - "Who actually, ever, really, literally, uses these?"

Trading Cards

Stars
Legendary Card
Sirius - "The brightest star in the night sky"

Epic Cards
Vega - "Arguably the next most important star in the sky after the Sun"
The North Star - "The North Star"

Rare Cards
Betelgeuse - "Pronounded "beetle-juice"
Algol - "The eponym of Algol variable stars"
Rigel Kentaurus - "Better known as Alpha Centauri"

Common Cards
Antares - "Very red"
Procyon -"Before the dog"
Altair - "Spinning very fast"
Spica - "Part of the Spring Triangle"

Trading Cards

Spongebob
Legendary Card
Patrick Star - "The one and only. No description needed."

Epic Cards
Gary the Snail - "MEOW!"
Mrs. Puff - "Only the hardest to impress driving teacher ever."

Rare Cards
Larry The Lobster - "Are YOU stronger than Larry?"
Plankton - "Founder of the Chum Bucket."
Pearl Krabs - ""But DAAAAAAD!""

Common Cards
Mr. Krabs - "You better pay him your entire /bal or he will NOT be happy."
Sandy Cheeks - "She's a mammal... who lives underwater."
Squidward Tentacles - "Steer clear of this one, unless you can play the clarinet!"
Spongebob Squarepants - ""I'm ready, I'm ready, I'm ready...""

Trading Cards

Soft Drinks
Legendary Card
Coca-Cola - "It's the real thing!"

Epic Cards
Lemonade - "Tell the duck where to find some, he has been looking for lemonade for
ages!"
Fanta - "A tasty orange drink!"

Rare Cards
Sprite - "A bit like lemonade"
Mountain Dew - "A little dew will 'dew' you!"
Dr Pepper - "How did Pepper get a PHD?"

Common Cards
Pepsi - "Max-imise the taste"
Lucozade - "A burst of energy!"
Seven Up - "A bit like sprite"
Tango - "But not the dance"

Trading Cards

Star Wars Characters
Legendary Card
Obi-Wan Kenobi - "Hello There!"

Epic Cards
The Emperor - "All the Sith!!"
Rey (Someone) - "All the Jedi!!"

Rare Cards
General Grevious - "Looking for more lightsabers to add to his' collection"
Han Solo - "He shot first!"
Anakin Skywalker - "He doesn't like sand, it is coarse and rough and gets everywhere!"

Common Cards
Boba Fett - "No disintegration!"
Kylo Ren - "Darth Vader wannabe"
C-3PO - "Fluent in more than 6 million forms of communication"
Princess Leia - "I don't know where you get your delusions laser brain!"

Trading Cards

The Office
Legendary Card
Michael Scott - "That's what she said!"

Epic Cards
Jim Halpert - "I miss Dwight.."
Dwight K. Schrute - "Identity theft is not a joke Jim!"

Rare Cards
Pam Beesly - "The one thing the chore wheel doesn't have on it, is chores."
Creed Bratton - "I stopped caring a long time ago."
Kevin Malone - "I want to eat a pig in a blanket, in a blanket."

Common Cards
Jello Stapler - "You have to eat it out of there."
Kevin's Chili - "The trick is to under cook the onions."
Mose - "Everybody poops.... There's no way to get rid of the food..."
Michael's Mug - "I found it at Spencer gifts."

Trading Cards

90's Toys
Legendary Card
Furby - "What a cute lil' nightmare!"

Epic Cards
Rubix Cube - "We won't tell anyone you peeled the stickers off."
Tamagatchi - "Oh no, it died again."

Rare Cards
Moon Shoes - "Like wearable trampolines! Now with more broken ankles!"
Care Bears - "Who didn't have atleast 3 of these guys?"
Easy Bake Oven - "Tiny cakes and pizzas? Sign me up!"

Common Cards
Slinky - "Forever tangled"
Etch a Sketch - "Draw out your wildest dreams with 90 degree angles!"
Beanie Babies - "Each one has their own story!"
Yo-Yo Ball - "Awesomely fun! Untill you hit yourself in the face with it."

